Bexley coed action falls
No single-sex areas in fall for non-commons freshwomen

By Jack Link

The residents of Bexley Hall dropped consideration of a proposal to go co-ed next fall because there were no women present at their house meeting, Wednesday night.

Apparently the proposal originated with two groups of women interested in the change. One group is those who are concerned with the plight of next year's freshmen whose religious beliefs require them to live in a single-sex environment, but are still interested in cooking facilities. The other group will no longer be possible in McCormick Hall, where freshmen will be required to join a meal plan.

GA approves frozen Finboard budget

By Richard Salz

The General Assembly (GA) unanimously approved last night the Finance Board (Finboard) budget for next year. Prepared by Finboard Chairman Walt Crosby '81, the $63,000 budget is the result of "over 45 hours of work on the part of the Finboard members," noted Crosby.

In addition, roughly $13,000 of the expected Finboard budget has not been allocated. Crosby expected that the board would allocate almost entirely the cost of the new kitchen equipment. The remaining $9,000 at the beginning of next year. Bexley had apparently overtaken this for the beginning of this year, and will probably spend close to all of it by the end of the year, according to Crosby.

Wiesner banquet shifts finals

By Steven Saliek

A ceremonial faculty banquet for retiring President Jerome Wiesner on May 21 has affected the scheduling of spring term finals as well as the monthly meeting of the faculty.

The banquet will be held on the Wednesday night of finals week in DuPont Gymnasium. Because of the time needed to prepare DuPont, all final exams normally scheduled for that period have been moved to Rockwell Cage this year. According to Assistant Registrar Pat Flynn, the move is "just a one-time thing."

The regular Faculty meeting normally scheduled for that Wednesday has also been moved to Tuesday.

Professor William Martin, chairman of the faculty tribute to President Wiesner, said the decision to move the location of final exams was "not taken lightly."

"It will be a tremendous job to get DuPont ready in time," he added. "And the change with final exams was unavoidable, because "it was very difficult to find a time when the President, Chancellor Provost and Dr. Johnson will all be in town." He added that although off-campus sites were considered, "we were very anxious to have it on campus."

Flynn, who is in charge of the banquet, said the Cage was considered a preferable alternate location over other rooms on campus. "We didn't want to throw kids into lecture halls — it's a lack of a light meter and there was plenty of light," he said.

"They tried everything under the sun" to find an alternate site to Du Pont for the banquet. "Well he took in too many sites," he declared.

Alternate 'gown' deadline moved

By Steven Saliek

The Coop will accept for commencement gowns from McMillan-Ward Company through this Saturday, Coop buyer Kenneth Proctor announced Wednesday.

Proctor said the decision was made after the company informed him they would still supply Bachelors' and Masters' gowns ordered after the original April 19 deadline. Gowns from Cotell and Leonard, the traditional supplier of commencement wear, will also be available through Saturday as originally planned. Cotell and Leonard have been the target of a nationwide boycott organized by the International Ladies' Garment Workers Union.

As of Wednesday, 94 out of a total of 716 MIT gowns had been ordered from McMillan, whose gowns the Coop decided to make available to students not wishing to order from Cotell and Leonard.

Proctor said that among undergraduates, 292 had already ordered from McMillan-Ward and 176 from Cotell and Leonard. Proctor contrasted this figure with that from Harvard, where 90 percent of all seniors chose alternate gowns.

Proctor said he was surprised by the low ordering rate of gowns overall, observing that fewer than half of the 1500 total gowns expected to be ordered by MIT had been ordered, only three days before the deadline.

He said that with the attenuation of the deadline for alternate gowns, he would "urge students to make their choices and don't do it in a hurry."
MIT's Rowe leads jobs group

By Agnes Huang

"If we build correctly," stressed Special Assistant to the President and Chancellor for Women and Work, Mary Rowe, "nobody loses."

Rowe was appointed by Governor Edward King to the chairmanship of the State Employment Training Council in February. "We want to make it [Massachusetts] the best state for technical job opportunities, Sex and skin color should make no difference."

According to Rowe, the main function of this Comprehensive Educational Training Act (CETA)-affiliated council is to explain the system to people, help them find work and determine what can be done for specific people. "We have to fit together the employers, the employees, and the skills of the people." Rowe has been on the State Employment Training Council (SITC) since its beginnings in the mid-1970's. The chair's position was formerly occupied by state employees until it was decided to pass the chair to more "important" people. According to the new chairman, King appointed him to the position based on his background, his ability to work in a high technology institute (technology factions were worried about getting enough trained people), and the need for trained engineers and scientists who are women and members of minority groups.

Rowe feels that her appointment to the chairmanship of the council will be a great asset to her job as special assistant at MIT. "I let our help MIT in letting students know where jobs are in Massachusetts. It also lets MIT educational curricula do that. In effect," added Rowe, "It lets us keep in touch with the real world so I can advise you." "MIT not only produces trained people but it also employs trained people," said the special assistant. "Therefore, it is our job to make sure that everyone who has the ability to come to MIT should have access to the training and technical training required to get them here. This applies especially to women and minorities. For example, only five percent of the technically trained people in Massachusetts are female. Even less are minority." Training students at the junior and senior high school level is Rowe's pet project. "It's important to us to change fear into interest," said Rowe. "Most students around the sixth and seventh grades are not scared of math yet."

Rowe's pet idea is to get Colchide Ray Type (CRT) computer equipment into all junior and senior high schools. We can teach the sixth, seventh, eighth, ninth, tenth, eleventh, and twelfth graders play computer games. This way, we can raise computer-literate citizens."

Rowe's plan includes the implementation of job and training information as well as computer-math-type games into the school curriculum. The computers could possibly be provided by technical businesses.

MCARTHUR, the only all-female dormitory, has a required meal plan for incoming freshman. (Tech file photo)

Desmond may go coed

(Continued from page 1)

Indian students who feel even an all-female Bexley entry would be okay."

McCormick, the only all-female dormitory, has a required meal plan. According to random Monday, students believe that due to Bexley's architecture, an all-female floor is pushing it, but Sherwood doubted even an all-female Bexley single-sex dorm will have if they don't have a religious reason. Sherwood pointed out that presently there is a single-sex cooking group on the third floor of Desmond House. However, sources informed The Tech that residents voted last week 40-2 in favor of completely integrating Desmond House.

Under the Desmond proposal, members of either sex could live anywhere in Desmond House, except for the back of the third and fourth floors, which would remain reserved for women and men, respectively. Desmond House President William Jeffrey '82 says "the proposal should be in the Dean's office Monday."

The Tech has also learned that Random Hall is also submitting a proposal to the Dean's office Monday. According to Random noon assignment chairman Kevin Cohn '82, there are three proposals. Each Random Board is now divided into two sections, each of which consists of two walls. The three options include making either a suite or section single-sex, or integrating the whole dorm. Interest still exists in Bexley going coed by suite sometime in the future.

AS&E
AMERICAN SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING, INC.

On Being An Axle, Not A Cog.

If you have ever worked for a truly large company, one with several thousand employees, you probably have a pretty good idea of how it feels to be a cog: a feeling that your job is insignificant, that it is only a small (and easily replaced) part of something much larger, something over which you have no control.

Small companies have their problems too, problems of limited resources, whether it be people or facilities. No matter how good you are, you will run into a brick wall. Talk to someone who's tried to develop a new idea at a very small company. You'll find out what single-handed frustration really is.

Solve challenging problems in analog, digital and microprocessor circuit design for space science instruments. If you are inventive and don't mind challenging work, give us a call.

Join in the research and development design of mechanical systems or spaceborne experiments in astronomy. Use the latest engineering tools to design and analyze structures and opto-mechanical systems.

Participate in state of the art space instrument development. Participate in system design, program planning, test and integration activities for our new Solar Polar Mission as well as other spacecraft programs.

Develop software for real-time control of satellite-based solar physics instruments. Microprocessor Assembly language is used as well as higher level language.

Contribute to our Utility Load Management program developing real-time, multi-booking operating systems. FORTRAN or Assembly languages are used for minicomputer applications.

Investigate how suitable materials are for electronic parts for the stringent requirements of space exploration. Help set the criteria that assure a long-lived system. Help set the stringent standards necessary to assure a long-lived system.

Be a primary contributor to our group of top professionals marketing AS&E's systems and development equipment systems. Technically oriented industry sales executive required.

Oversee and control the operations of several new and on-going installations in connection with our Utility Load Management Program. An engineering background is desirable.

Do you believe this ad? Call Lee Binnig, our Personnel Manager. He'll put you in touch with the engineers and scientists who wrote it, the people who like working here. We'll be waiting to hear from you. For more about AS&E, watch this space.

American Science and Engineering, Inc. 655 Massachusetts Avenue Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139 (617) 666-1600 an equal opportunity employer m/f.
**World**

Iranian embassy seized — Three Arab terrorists seized the Iranian embassy in London on Wednesday, taking 20 hostages. The three gunmen claimed to be from the embassy building and the hostages until 91 Arab political prisoners held in Iran were freed by noon yesterday.

**Nation**

Lance acquitted — Former OMB director Bert Lance was acquitted Wednesday after a 16-week bank fraud trial. Lance was not found guilty on nine charges.

Carter to begin "limited" campaigning — After a half-dozen of recent press conferences, President Carter announced Wednesday that he would leave the White House "for a limited travel schedule." Sen. Edward Kennedy was reportedly pleased.

By Jay Glass

**Weather**

Mostly cloudy again today, though there may be some periods of sun. Highs will be in the middle 50's, and a generally northeast wind will continue to blow, making some clashing with lows in the middle 40's. Partly to cloudy Saturday with a good chance of another sea-breeze. Highs in the middle 50's, lows near 40. Chance of rain today 40%, 30% Saturday, 50% Sunday.

By James Franklin

**Finboard situation tight; UAP praises efficiency**

(Continued from page 1)

Observed Crosby, "That was the first time he had ever seen a Finboard budget cut."

By said Finboard was going to "take a second look at those savings..."

Next year's Finboard budget is unchanged from this year's, but the excess of a two thousand dollar increase in salaries and operating costs.

"We haven't been getting our money's worth," exclaimed Crosby. "Our budget for this year works out to about $17 a student. businessmen proved unexpectedly twice that, according to Finance Board records.

In the past, Finboard's budget was determined by an "x-factor," percentage of the total undergraduate tuition received by MIT. This was set by the Finboard chairman and the Institute president every three years. While Finboard records show that this method was dropped around 1972, it is not clear if the MIT or the Finboard chairman was responsible.

"Finboard has done an excellent job with the limited funds they were given," said Undergraduate Association President Chevanon Markham. "I also think their work was appreciated by the GA, as shown by the unanimous approval and the fact that nobody raised any objections to their work.

Also at the meeting, the GA voted unanimously to approve a resolution from the Student Committee on Education Policy to recommend to the Registrar that class cards be abolished. This will become effective for the fall term. Said Markham, "It's something the Registrar had asked to do.

**Announcements**

Freshman Evaluation Forms are due Wednesday, May 14, Instructor-deadline is Friday, May 23.

*Registration Material for First Term '80-'81 will be available in IGIB, 10th building on Monday, May 5 and Tuesday, May 6.

The Office of Facilities Management Systems (OFMS) will open an Equipment Exchange Store on Monday, May 2, at 243 Albany Street. The Equipment Exchange Store will handle the sale of MIT surplus equipment and salvage materials that have been declared surplus by the Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science. The dual pack film cartridges. The Dual Pack film cartridges feature a built-in mechanism for easy loading and unloading, and are available in two sizes: 35mm and 70mm.

**Notes**

The Finchpack film cartridge system is a revolutionary new product that offers many advantages over conventional film cartridges. It is designed to be compatible with most existing cameras and is ideal for professional and amateur photographers alike. The Finchpack system includes a special film loading tool, a convenient carry case, and detailed instructions for easy use.

**Where the professionals shop for Smith- Corona typewriters**

Smith Corona electric portable typewriter features cartridge ribbon system, 12" carriage, half space, repeat space and interchangeable type keys.

**Express Repair Service on All SCM Typewriters at Our Harvard St. Store**

Smith Corona Cartridges

The Dual Pack film cartridge system consists of two black carbon film cartridges.

**Bicyclists Wanted!!**

I'm looking for several people to join me on a three-week bicycle tour starting after finals week. Route will cover parts of the Mid-Atlantic States and New England. If at all interested, call Ray (617-820) after 7pm.

**Buy your textbooks at SCM 2020 334.98**

**This Week in the Forum**

- **Open House**
  - **TUFTS SUMMER INSTITUTE**
  - **English as a Second Language Program for Foreign Students**

- **Taking Summer Courses? Children in Day Camp?**

WE HAVE a Little "Vacation Cash".

**The Dual-Pak**

- an economical package of
two black carbon film cartridges.

**Scm 2200 334.98**

**Smith Corona Electric Portable Typewriter Features Cartridge Ribbon System, 12" Carriage, Half Space, Repeat Space and Interchangeable Type Keys.**

**Express Repair Service on All Scm Typewriters at Our Harvard St. Store**

**In By 10 — Out By 5**

**Smith Corona Cartridges**

- **The Dual Pak**
  - an economical package of
two black carbon film cartridges.

**Dual pack film**

- **4.19**
  - **Rewrite**
  - **2.79**
  - **Black nylon**
  - **3.29**
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Invisible neighbor

Although intellectually as heavy as Harvard, MIT has had no correspondents from the local New York Times. MIT is a very powerful entity, below decks that thrives and endures but remains, for all intents and purposes, invisible.

This evaluation in last Sunday's Boston Globe Magazine expresses an all too common, and all too accurate, view of MIT. The classic image of MIT as an elite institution composed of cognitively inert scientists, huddling silently over their test tubes is a lingering one. MIT is actually far more isolated from Cambridge than Harvard. Our campus is self-contained and one can go for months without catching a glimpse of a Cambridge resident.

We have chosen to take part in Open House, be it working in the kitchens or just by being there. The more chance students have to interact with members of the community, the faster stereotypes about the MIT student are eliminated. As a result, more neighbors will begin to visit as well. We have decided to make the effort, both as individuals and as an institution, to increase our interaction with Cambridge. One day will not make us less "invisible"; attitude change gradually, not instantly.

The right to run


The Tech editors are not a voting body and are not influenced by the political preferences of the writers. A's a member of an MIT group of writers, the A's a member of an MIT group of writers, the A's a member of an MIT group of writers.
The scientists' burden

To the Editor:

I would like to comment on Mr. Shaw's polemical piece concerning Spring Weekend, which appeared in the April 19 issue of The Tech. I assure you that this is not a personal diatribe, but a reasoned analysis of Shaw's claims and findings. Shaw seems to believe that those who attend Spring Weekend are somehow more guilty of taking advantage of the social system at MIT than others. I beg to differ.

Shaw claims that Spring Weekend is a 'carnival' of music, partying, and excess. While it is true that Spring Weekend is a time of great enjoyment, it is also true that it is a time of great responsibility. The organizers of Spring Weekend work hard to ensure that everyone enjoys themselves without harming themselves or others. The organizers do not want anyone to feel that they are being exploited or taken advantage of.

Shaw also claims that Spring Weekend is a 'waste of resources.' I believe that this is a disingenuous statement. The organizers of Spring Weekend are not wasteful; they are very careful with the resources that they have. They use these resources to provide a safe and enjoyable environment for everyone who attends.

In conclusion, I believe that Shaw's article is not constructive or fair. It is important to remember that Spring Weekend is a time for all students to celebrate and enjoy themselves. I hope that Shaw will consider these points in the future.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

[Name]

[Year]
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“From the colour the nature
& by the nature the sign!”

-Ezra Pound
An upraised second finger
Finally a band with something to say

Junk Food by Charles J. Rubin, David B. Rolleri, John Farago, Rick Stark and For anotha, "Junk Food" is a fascinating asset to every food lover and statistician. It's an entertaining and informative look at how the food industry has evolved over the years, and how it continues to impact our daily lives.

Happy End, adapted from Elizabeth Hauptmann's play by Michael Feingold; lyrics by Bertolt Brecht, music by Kurt Weill; presented by the American Repertory Theatre at the Loeb through May 10.

Although Hauptmann was gunned down in her name, this play's sassy, poptastic, cynically, and "Happy End" is as touching, timely, and relevant as ever. It's a triumph of Brecht's vision, a refreshing rejoinder to the direness of life in the 20th century. The play's leitmotif is Miss Sarah Brown (later to become Lieutenant of the Lord. It is totally unnecessary to say any more.

Happy End's play by Michael Feingold; lyrics by Bertolt Brecht, music by Kurt Weill; presented by the American Repertory Theatre at the Loeb through May 10.
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THEATER

Performance Workshop, a night of original student works, is scheduled for Thurs. May 8 in the Mezz Lounge, 3rd Floor of the Stad. Center. Admission free. Refreshments will be served.

Elliott House Drama Society presents selections from "The Theater Carnival" by James Thurber and "Black Comedy" by Peter Shaffer May 1-3 at 8pm in the Elliott House Dining Hall (foot of Dunster Street). Tickets are $1.50 and are available at Holyoke Center Box Office and at the door.

Ladyfingers, a new comedy, opens April 10 for a six-week run at the Bradford Theater, 275 Tremont St. For information, call 324-2750. For more information, call 423-4008.

Francis College Theater will present "Little Night Music" May 2, 3, and 4 at 8pm at Alumni Hall. The music and lyrics of this musical comedy were written by Stephen Sondheim and the book by Hugh Wheeler. The story is based on a 1958 Ingmar Bergman film, "Smiles of a Summer Night." Tickets are $3 and will be sold at the door.

This week's LSC lineup:
- The Producers: Saturday at 7 & 9:30 in 26-100.

Hasty Pudding Theater presents "Man and Superman" by George Bernard Shaw, directed by Robert N. Seanlan, May 2, 3, and 4 at 8pm in the Eliot House Dining Hall. Admission free. Refreshments will be served.

Orders for cap and gown rentals for graduation exercises June 2, 1980 must be placed by SATURDAY MAY 3, 1980

By special arrangement with our resources we extend cap and gown orders until May 3

RENTAL RATES

Traditional
Bachelor's Cap and Gown 10.00
Master's Cap and Gown 11.00
Doctor's Cap and Gown 12.00

Height, weight and cap size required when ordering

The rental fee plus $5 cash deposit is required when placing your order.

The deposit will be refunded when regalia is returned.

Rentals will be ready May 27

All caps and gowns must be returned immediately following exercises and no later than June 4, 1980.

MIT DRAMASHOP presents

Man and Superman
Including the Don Juan in Hell scene
by George Bernard Shaw
directed by Robert N. Seanlan

sets by William Fregosi
lighting by Edward Davis
costumes by Linda Martin

HASTY PUDDING THEATER
12 Holyoke St., Harvard Square
May 2 & 3 at 8pm
May 4 at 2pm
May 6, 9, & 10 at 8pm
Tickets: $3.50 or $3.00 w/MIT or student ID
For reservations call 253-4720.

MIT ARMENIAN CLUB presents

HYE SPRING KEFF

HAYRAX STUDENT CENTER
MIDNIGHT TO 4AM
SATURDAY, MAY 3

Donations: 10iskeen
2:00AM

MIT Student Center 2nd Floor
Free Parking

Armenian and Disco Music

ARTS ON THE TOWN

WESTERN BOOTS

MIT DRAMASHOP presents

Man and Superman
Including the Don Juan in Hell scene
by George Bernard Shaw
directed by Robert N. Scanlan

Orders for cap and gown rentals for graduation exercises June 2, 1980 must be placed by SATURDAY MAY 3, 1980

By special arrangement with our resources we extend cap and gown orders until May 3

RENTAL RATES

Traditional
Bachelor's Cap and Gown 10.00
Master's Cap and Gown 11.00
Doctor's Cap and Gown 12.00

Height, weight and cap size required when ordering

The rental fee plus $5 cash deposit is required when placing your order.

The deposit will be refunded when regalia is returned.

Rentals will be ready May 27

All caps and gowns must be returned immediately following exercises and no later than June 4, 1980.
Moms are very very special
and so are
American Greetings
American Express hasn’t changed its application qualifications for graduating students during the current credit crisis. That’s because the American Express Card isn’t a credit card. It’s a charge card. There’s no revolving, open-end credit. You are expected to pay your bill in full every month. So with the Card, you don’t get in over your head.

You use your head.

American Express is continuing its special application plan for graduating students. If you have a $10,000 job (or the promise of one) lined up, you can apply for an American Express Card right now.

You’ll need the Card for everything from business lunches to vacations, from buying clothes to buying theatre tickets.

You’ll have new responsibilities after graduation. The American Express Card will help you manage them.

To apply for a Card, just pick up an application at one of the displays on campus. Or you can call the toll-free number 800-528-8000, and ask for a special student application.

The American Express Card. Don’t leave school without it.
## IM Pool Standings

### Division I
- **Nuclear Engineering:**
  - 5-0: ZBT
  - 4-1: Hestapick's Hustlers
  - 3-1: Hillal
  - 2-1: Low Shooters
  - The Pool Team
  - 0-0: Little Erin's Gang
  - 0-4: Division IV

### Division II
- **ATO:**
  - 5-0: Fiji Pool
  - 4-1: High Shooters
  - 3-2: AEP II
  - 1-4: Fat Minnesota Betas
  - 1-4: F-Entry Vigilantes

### AEP I
- The Sharks

### Conner 3
- 1-4

---

The New England Athletics Congress (NEAC) has assumed the administration of track and field, long distance running, cross country, and race walking, by agreement with the New England Amateur Athletic Union. Quirks about individual and club registrations, race schedules, and sanctions should go to NEAC Room 522, Statler Office Building, Boston.

---

## Ping Pong team wins tournament

(Continued from page 12)""
**Table tennis first in Greater Bostons**

By Derek Ceflin

The MIT table tennis team clinched its first national championship last Monday with a decisive 13-1 victory over Boston College to win the Greater Boston Intercollegiate (GBI) Tournament. The GBI league is comprised of many of the schools in the Boston area, such as Boston College, Boston University, Harvard and Northeastern. MIT received outstanding performances throughout the season from captan Andrew Lee '80, Mark Chan G and Jeff Lu '83. In addition, Lu placed second in the Boston League Individual Championships.

The MIT table tennis team was organized last September by Andrew Lu. Since MIT does not recognize table tennis as a varsity sport, the team members themselves are responsible for the organization of the team and for promoting the sport, which added to the team's success.

**Dinghy finals soon for N.E.**

By Ed Marcus

The MIT sailing team concludes its season this week with an important championship regatta coming up. This weekend, the team competes in the New England Dinghy Championships, which will be held at MIT. The GBI regatta will be held on Tech Dinghies and Alohaģt Craft.

MIT and other top New England schools will be competing for the third consecutive year to qualify for the national championships. Last year's MIT qualifying for the national championship was a great achievement. Coach Harold "Hatch" Brown is optimistic that MIT will qualify for this year's event.

**Karate second in tournament**

By Jim Davis

A five-man team from the MIT Shotokan Karate Club, captained by Andrew Lee, placed second overall in the annual spring tournament of the New England Collegiate Karate Conference (NECKC) last week at Boston College.

Consisting of about a dozen colleges in the New England area, the tournament offers competition each semester under the direction of Master K. Talbott, with degree black belt and chief instructor of the NECKC and its parent organization, the North American Karate Federation.

MIT's team, consisting of captain Brendan Gillon G, coach Joe Costo G, Jim Davis G, Frank Fellick G, and skippers Pete Edmonds and Doug Kuller, turned in strong showings, should have a good chance to do well in its championship regatta at Taffs this weekend.

**Enjoying systems, Inc.**

By Eric R. Fleming

It's all over. The Boston Celtics' 1979-80 season came to a sad close with a 105-94 defeat at the hands of the Philadelphia 76ers Sunday in the Boston Garden. Philadelphia defeated the Celtics four games to one in the best-of-seven series, with only the first two games (including the home Boston win in game two, 96-93) going close. The Celtics, who posted the best regular season record in the league, and breezed by Houston in the first round of the playoffs, were outshot, out-hustled, out-rebounded, and out-played by Dr. J., Darryl Dawkins and company.

The team that had played so well in its first 86 games was not the same. No Celtics really had a series to brag about, and at times the club was horrible. Offensive fouls, turnovers, sub-40 percent shooting, going almost two minutes without possession of the ball because of the inability to haul in a defensive rebound - all contributed to the Celtic downfall.

Team play, the hallmark of Boston's 13 previous NBA championships and the key to the club's success, was non-existent. Credit must of course be given to the Sixers' defense, as it held Boston to under 100 points in all five games (previously, it had not been done more than twice in a single season). The performance of Henry Bibby, Bobby and Caldwell Jones, and Lionel Hollins among others must be considered important to the Philadelphia victory.

On the Boston side, fine work was turned in by Larry Bird in game two, M.L. Carr and Cedric Maxwell in game four, and Gerald Henderson in game five. However, the bottom line is that the Celtics did not play well.

On numerous occasions, the team that was a playoff team this year, the club that peaks late in the season. At this moment, it appears that Philadelphia has the hot hand, having won ten of its 12 playoff games. Though Boston swept series with Houston, the Rockets (Please turn to page 11)
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**Table tennis first in Greater Bostons**

By Derek Ceflin

The MIT table tennis team clinched its first national championship last Monday with a decisive 13-1 victory over Boston College to win the Greater Boston Intercollegiate (GBI) Tournament. The GBI league is comprised of many of the schools in the Boston area, such as Boston College, Boston University, Harvard and Northeastern. MIT received outstanding performances throughout the season from captan Andrew Lee '80, Mark Chan G and Jeff Lu '83. In addition, Lu placed second in the Boston League Individual Championships.

The MIT table tennis team was organized last September by Andrew Lu. Since MIT does not recognize table tennis as a varsity sport, the team members themselves are responsible for the organization of the team and for promoting the sport, which added to the team's success.

**Dinghy finals soon for N.E.**

By Ed Marcus

The MIT sailing team concludes its season this week with an important championship regatta coming up. This weekend, the team competes in the New England Dinghy Championships, which will be held at MIT. The GBI regatta will be held on Tech Dinghies and Alohaģt Craft.

MIT and other top New England schools will be competing for the third consecutive year to qualify for the national championships. Last year's MIT qualifying for the national championship was a great achievement. Coach Harold "Hatch" Brown is optimistic that MIT will qualify for this year's event.

**Karate second in tournament**

By Jim Davis

A five-man team from the MIT Shotokan Karate Club, captained by Andrew Lee, placed second overall in the annual spring tournament of the New England Collegiate Karate Conference (NECKC) last week at Boston College.

Consisting of about a dozen colleges in the New England area, the tournament offers competition each semester under the direction of Master K. Talbott, with degree black belt and chief instructor of the NECKC and its parent organization, the North American Karate Federation.

MIT's team, consisting of captain Brendan Gillon G, coach Joe Costo G, Jim Davis G, Frank Fellick G, and skippers Pete Edmonds and Doug Kuller, turned in strong showings, should have a good chance to do well in its championship regatta at Taffs this weekend.

**Enjoying systems, Inc.**
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